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Instagram layout app for desktop

Picture: Instagram (Twitter)A brand new Instagram update has finally added a much-requested feature to the app: Users can upload a collage of multiple images in a single Instagram story and use a new Layout mode to create more engaging story posts. Instagram's story post layout mode may lack some of the
customization options or extra features of some third-party options, but it's a much more convenient option. You don't need to install anything extra, juggle between multiple apps or fiddle with lots of copy-and-paste-all happening within the main Instagram app now. How to create posts from multiple photos in
InstagramScreenshot: Brendan HesseThe Layout feature for Instagram Stories launches globally today, although the exact availability may vary by device and region. If you can't locate the new option using the steps below, make sure you've updated your Instagram app on iOS or Android. If the option is still not
available, sit tight-it should appear soon. Screenshot: Brendan HesseG/O Media can get a commission68% discount on 2 Years + 3 Months FreeFor those who already have the option, here's how it works:Open Instagram and tap the camera icon in the upper left corner of the app to start a new Story post. Swipe left
over the lower car section carousel with options until you find Layout. Take some photos to include in your Story post (you can include up to six in total). Choose the grid-like layout you want to use for your collage. There are several layout options available to choose from (and, no, you won't be able to edit every single
photo in your layout). Like regular Instagram stories, you can add other elements like text, tags, filters, emojis, drawings, GIFs, and more. When you're happy with the layout and ready to share, tap Send to Story. Instagram has become an obsession for all the iPhones that carry consumers out there. The simple act of
shooting and pairing images with artistic filters continues to rake in users, despite its rather tight reach. Currently, it is still an iPhone exclusive, with no Android or even iPad app available. Thankfully, its open API has made for some inspired innovation. But if all you want is a desktop view for your filter-heavy feed, look no
further. Here are our favorite Mac and PC desktop Instagram clients. Instagrille This desktop app from Pokki integrates Instagram into the very heart of your PC routine. You can forgo the browser completely via this slick and easy to access the icon. If you click on the app, drag up a window in your Instagram feed where
you can see popular photos, as well as your personal account. However, it's somewhat limiting: you can't view the fullscreen, search for users, or edit your account settings. Inkstagram Inkstagram is without doubt the most famous Instagram option. And it's simple enough: you view your feed, personal photos and likes in
a grid format. This application also gives you the ability to search and create hashtag hashtag You can also search for users. Visual Grub This is a new addition to the Instagram-at-the-desktop category for Mac.a. It's a free download from the Mac App Store that streams your feed, popular photos and your favorites in
real time. If you click on a picture, it will pop up from the desktop app so you can comment or like it. Offline viewing is also an option. Instadesk Easily one of the most popular Mac-based Instagram clients, there is no program that is more full-boderated than this. The download queries you an iTunes-like service that
showcases your photos, friends, feeds, popular photos, and lets you take your insta-dependent ly new heights. You can create slide shows, turn on desktop notifications, dub contacts your favorite friends, download and share photos, and browse tags. That's $4.99 from the Mac App Store. Carousel Carousel is another
Mac-only application, and this one is more style than substance. With a minimalist UI, you'll view photos in a single column and choose from different themes as a background to contrast them with. You can get a 15-day free trial of Carousel, which is $4.99 for keeps. Extragram With quite a few similarities with
Inkstagram, it is difficult to distinguish these two. Most details lie in subtle UI distinctions, but overall they are just simple, accessible ways to view Instagram. You can choose how to view photos through Extragram, whether it's in a simple grid, a film strip with thumbnails below, or by location. There is also PicPlz
integration and discovery options. Gramfeed Gramfeed's UI is a bit overwhelming, but if you can see past distractions there are some pretty interesting features there. Google Maps integration shows where the images in your feed come from, in addition to the feed itself, which places users' images on top. You can switch
between your likes, photo, and popular photos as well. There is also a search bar to search for photos, users, and locations. You have the option to keep your Gramfeed specific profile private. Editors recommendations Instagram have made it so difficult to access most of their features outside of their mobile app. When
you're out and about, this isn't a problem, but it can be inconvenient when you're sitting at home on your computer. Thankfully, there are a number of third-party desktop apps that might be better for using Instagram on your computer than the regular desktop site is. In this list, we take a look at the three best desktop apps
available and explain what their positive and negative. All downloads were scanned with VirusTotal to make sure they are malware/spyware free. Also, make sure to checkout my post on how to browse and search Instagram using the desktop site. That post also shows you how to download high resolution photos from
Instagram. Gramblr Gramblr is a free Instagram client that stutters right into the Instagram API. You can download Gramblr from Gramblr.com This app can be a useful to upload new photos and videos videos from the desktop, but it is also very powerful to increase your followers count and engagement thanks to a
number of different tools. We've taken a look at some of the biggest reasons why Gramblr is one of the best desktop PC clients for Instagram below. Uploading Tools One of the most powerful things about Gramblr is its built-in upload ing tools. With these you have the option to upload photos and videos directly to
Instagram. Before you click the upload button, you can go through a number of steps to transfer your photo. These steps are similar to what you'd find in the Instagram app. This includes adding a variety of Instagram filters and a selection of Gramblr exclusive filters. You'll also get far finer control over what your image
looks like thanks to focus, saturation, lighting, and sharpness controls. It can be incredibly easy to add a new look to a picture or give life to a photo that would otherwise be boring. After you edit the photo, you can add a caption, add a location, include hashtags, and then click posts. Interestingly, you are given the option
to add 60 likes from real users immediately to your image. More will be explained on this below. Schedule posts There are many Instagram post schedules on the internet, but almost all of them don't actually automate the mail process. Instead, they press the picture and caption to the phone at a certain point and you are
then forced to manually upload it. This is because some restrictions Instagram has made to stop users from automating posts with third-party tools. Thankfully, this is not the case with Gramblr. With Gramblr, the client essentially hooks straight into the Instagram API to post photos on your behalf. This means that as long
as the Gramblr client is up, any scheduled posts that you have set will be automatically posted at the scheduled time. Auto Like To Grow Follower Count Because of Gramblr's solution, it also has a number of other automation tools that can be beneficial for boosting your Instagram account. Such a tool is an auto similar
feature. With this, you can automatically like photos on Instagram to attract the attention of new users. You can choose photos with specific hashtags so you're always targeting a specific audience. After that, you can press 'auto-like' and as long as the Gramblr client is open, your profile will automatically like new posts.
Boost Posts With Likes You also have the option to increase every post you make with Gramblr. You get 60 free likes and regularly get free coins that can be spent on more likes. You can also pay for coins to get likes. Gramblr claims that these likes are from real users. All Gramblr users can get coins by liking them in
the earn coin queue. By liking another user's photo, you get 5 coins, and you can add a like on your own photo for 10 coins. Potential Gramblr is a great Instagram client, but it doesn't come without problems. Firstly, the client rarely receives support or updates and the developer is very difficult to hold on to. Second, the
features that Gramblr uses are technically against Instagram's terms of service, but since Gramblr goes right through Instagram's API, auto like, post scheduler and like the boost feature sits in a gray area. There is some concern about whether using Gramblr marketing tools too much can place restrictions on your
account or ban it completely, so that's something to consider before using it. Another drawback of Gramblr is that you can't use it to add Stories or to message users. Windows Store Instagram App Windows 10 now has an Instagram app that gives you many of the features that the mobile app gives you. It is free to
download and very easy. You can download it by visiting the Microsoft Store on your computer. Because it's tied to Windows 10, messages will appear on your display and be sent directly to your action center. On the surface, the Windows Store Instagram app looks a lot like the mobile version. Below, we've provided an
overview of the Windows Store Instagram app and how it compares to the desktop site. Overall layout The overall layout of the Windows Store Instagram app is parallel to the mobile app. At the top, you'll have options to update, access your instant messages, and upload photos and videos to your story. During it, the
stories are shown. You then have a task bar at the bottom to access your website, search Instagram, view recent likes and view your profile. Adding photos and videos One of the main reasons why the Windows Store app is better than the desktop site is the included option for adding photos and videos. When you visit
your desktop site, you won't be able to upload new posts. With the Instagram app on Windows, you can easily add a new post by right-clicking the app icon in your taskbar and clicking New Post. If you have a camera, you can take a photo or video with it, or you can click the Camera Roll down arrow at the top to browse
photos saved on your computer. Potential problems For the most part, the Windows Instagram app is all you would ever need. The only concern is that the app can sometimes be quite slow. Pages take longer to load than they would when they access them on your mobile. Logging in can also be a pain. Sometimes,
you'll struggle to get past the login screen – it just stalls after you enter your password. When you come in you will find the experience to be a treat, most of the time. Ramme Ramme is a lightweight desktop app that logs on to an experience that is virtually identical to the Instagram iOS application. You can download
Ramme from github.com. There are a number of reasons why Ramme stands out when compared to the desktop version. First, all the functionality of the mobile app is present and exactly where you expect it to be. It photo uploads, stories and direct messages. Below we have given a look at some of the key points
worth mentioning with Ramme. Well optimized and and and With Ramme you just need .exe from the GitHub page and you're good to go. There's no need to go through an installer or visit the Windows Store like you do with Gramblr or the Windows Store app. This makes it easy to store Ramme on a USB stick or
download it to use temporarily on a shared computer. Ramme is very light and runs smoothly too, and you will rarely encounter any performance issues. It is also possible to resize the Ramme window on the desktop and everything on the screen is adjusted to fill the window size without any hiccups. Uploading images is
easier The upload process on the Windows Store app is a bit odd and it's not at all possible to upload images on the desktop site. With Ramme, uploading uses the same process as seen on the mobile app. Simply click on the '+' icon at the bottom, and then scroll through Windows Explorer to find a photo or video to
upload. Potential problems We don't have very bad things to say about Ramme, as long as you're happy to sign in via an app that isn't officially approved or created by Instagram. It wraps up our look at the 3 best apps to use Instagram on your pc. Which desktop app do you like most of these three? If you're using
another app, leave a comment below to let us know which one. Enjoy! Enjoy!
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